Selecting a Degreaser
Multi-Clean has been providing the most effective commercial cleaning products to
thousands of customers since 1934.
What is the Best degreaser?
It's the one that gets the job done at the lowest use cost.
When considering a concentrated degreaser, one needs to assess such factors as soil load,
soil type, and the method of cleaning. Multi-Clean sister companies include the Minuteman
and PowerBoss brands of automatic scrubbers. This association has given Multi-Clean
unique experience in developing high performance degreasers that are specifically designed
and safe for use with automatic scrubbers. Putting the wrong degreaser in scrubbers can
shorten pump life and overall performance of the machine.
These same Multi-Clean
degreasers are also highly effective for using with pressure washers, in mop buckets and
spray bottles for general degreasing tasks.
To Foam or Not to Foam
Formula 340 is Multi-Clean’s strongest degreaser for heavy dirt and oily soils found in
manufacturing plants, repair facilities, and other dirty environments. It is low foaming and
safe for use in automatic scrubbers. Formula 340
Tough Green is a neutral, general purpose green certified degreaser. It uses new detergent
technology that makes it very effective at removing all types of soils without the caustic
characteristics of many degreasers. Tough Green is an all purpose degreaser that can be
used at varying dilutions in automatic scrubbers, mop buckets, spray bottles, and pressure
washers.
Tough Green
HD Hi-Foam is a high performance, foaming, food service degreaser. Perfect for use in
grocery store meat rooms/butcher shops, delis, food processing and kitchens for cleaning
food contact surfaces. In these applications, a high foam is preferred for cleaning vertical
surfaces. Due to the high foam nature of this product, it is NOT for use with automatic
scrubbers. The HD Hi-Foam is formulated differently than other degreasers, because animal
fats, and vegetable based oils require different chemistry than petroleum oils found in other
types of facilities. HD Hi-Foam
When comparing degreasers, it is important to understand the cost in use of the degreaser,
not the cost of the concentrate. If you are competing against a lower cost degreaser,
chances are it is watered down. You need to show that Multi-Clean products are not
watered down and can get the job done better at lower dilutions. We have developed a
handy spreadsheet calculator that allows you to compare product costs when diluted by
answering some simple questions.
Try the Multi-Clean Cleaning Product Cost Comparison Calculator.
Our dedication to green cleaning and a safer environments, means that each one of our
award winning products will out-perform the competitors, giving you peace of mind and a
clean and hygienic environment. Visit us at http://www.multi-clean.com to learn more.
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